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Abstract—In sports science, the link between the experimental
protocol and the subject’s behaviour in real condition is a key issue.
Virtual reality enables to examine this topic because of the
reproducibility of situations and the total control of animated
humanoids in situations similar to the real world. This study aimed
to analyze the influence of the degree of perception-action coupling
on the performance of handball goalkeepers in a virtual
environment. 8 national handball goalkeepers were asked to react
to the actions of a virtual handball thrower in two conditions: a
perception-action uncoupled condition (defined as a judgment task)
and a perception-action coupled condition (defined as a motor
task). In the judgment condition, goalkeepers were asked to make
a perceptual judgment with their hand in their own time after the
virtual throw; in the motor task condition, goalkeepers had to
react in real-time to the virtual throwing motion. Results showed
that percentage of successful response was higher in the motor task
condition and radial error (distance between the ball and the
closest limb when trial was unsuccessful) was lower for the same
condition. Implications of our findings are discussed, as well as
suggestions for further research..
Index Terms—perception-action coupling, real-time, virtual
reality.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In exercise and sport science research, the link between the
experimental protocol and the subject’s behaviour in real
conditions is an important area of research. Ecological studies
consist in carrying-out experiments in real situations without
interfering with the natural behaviour of the subjects. However,
it generally leads to uncontrolled situations that make it difficult
to identify clear relationships between causes and effects. In
other words, isolating variables is almost impossible as the
situations are not enough standardized. However, understanding
the perception-action coupling is essential in the performance of
any visuomotor task. By using our perceptual systems to pick up
relevant information from the environment we can then use this
information to guide our actions (e.g. catch a ball). Perception
informs movements and movement informs perception (Gibson,
1979). Historically the predominant influence of an information
processing approach has often created rigorous and tight
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experimental conditions. Consequently perception and action
has been separated during experimental studies, especially for
ball interception tasks [1, 2, 3, 4]. Thus studying perception
experimentally without action can be meaningless for
understanding interceptive movement.
Several studies have validated the ecological approach in the
domain of coincidence timing [5, 6] and neurophysiological
support for perception-action coupling has also been
demonstrated [7]. Goodale and colleagues have argued that two
different neural pathways are involved in visuomotor
processing with the ventral stream being involved in the
identification and classification of the visual stimuli (perceptual
task) and the dorsal stream is more involved with the control of
motor responses in response to the visual stimuli (motor task) [7,
8].
Farrow and Abernethy have studied the influence of the
degree of the perception-action coupling on tennis players’
anticipatory capabilities [9]. Based on video observations,
novice and expert participants had to predict the direction of
tennis serves in two conditions: in the judgment mode,
participants verbally predicted the direction of the serves
(forehand or backhand), and in the motor response mode,
participants made a movement response to that which they
would use to return in a game situation. These authors have
shown that expert players’ predictions are more accurate in the
motor task condition than in the judgment condition, only if ball
flight information is available. Farrow and Abernethy suggested
that different perceptual processes may occur in anticipatory
tasks depending on the degree of perception-action coupling.
Nevertheless, using videos leaded to limited perception of the
3D trajectory of the ball. Moreover, the point of view of the user
is not adapted to his position.
Studying the degree of perception-action coupling in real
environments is very difficult because of the shortage of visual
information control. For example, when studying interceptive
tasks in real situations, it is not possible to obtain the same
throwing kinematics of the opponent from one trial to another.
This limitation could be overcame in virtual environments
where the situation is numerically simulated. Hence, visual
information can be controlled in a systematic manner, ensuring
reproducibility between trials [10]. Moreover, the images
displayed to the user can be adapted according to his own
properties, such as his eyes position in space and his intraocular
distance [11].
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However, images used in virtual reality are the result of a long
process that could alter the realism of the displayed scenery.
Therefore, evaluating the actual feeling of the user, when
participating in such kind of experiments, is a key issue. This
subjective feeling of “being there” [12] is called presence [13].
In sports, the level of presence could be considered as sufficient
if athlete’s motions performed in the virtual environment are
similar to motions performed in a real situation [14].
In a recent study, Ranganathan and Carlton analyzed the
influence of the degree of perception-action coupling on
baseball batting in a virtual environment [15]. These authors
examined the batters’ capabilities to distinguish between two
kinds of pitch under two different response modes. In the
judgment response mode, batters had to verbally predict the
type of pitch, and in the motor task response mode, batters were
asked to swing a baseball bat to try and hit a virtual ball.
Contrary to findings from Farrow and Abernethy [9], results
showed that batters were more precise in predicting the kind of
pitch in the judgment condition than in the motor task condition.
The authors explained their conflicting results by the fact that
the task was more difficult for batters (swing a bat with temporal
precision) and by the fact that batters had more time to make
their decision in the judgment response mode, and consequently
more time to process information. However, Ranganathan and
Carlton have not evaluated participants’ level of presence so it is
not possible to know if the batters would have reacted in the
virtual environment as in a real-match situation.
Conversely, Bideau and colleagues have shown that handball
goalkeepers’ reactions when intercepting a ball thrown by a
virtual opponent were similar to those measured in real
situations [16], [17], [18]. It means that the global framework is
acceptable for studying such a situation in virtual reality with
possible ecological extrapolations. We thus used the same
framework for studying goalkeepers’ abilities to estimate the
final ball position in the goal mouth after a virtual throwing
motion in two conditions: an uncoupled response mode where
the goalkeeper was asked to manually predict the final ball
position (judgment task), and a coupled response mode where
the goalkeeper had to stop the ball as in a real-game situation
(motor task).
II.

3)

experiment.
Apparatus: The VICON motion capture system (Oxford
Metrics Ltd, Oxford, UK) was used to record kinematic
data from the handball players. We used 12 infrared
cameras capturing 36 reflective markers at a sampling
frequency of 160Hz. The markers were placed at
standardized
anatomical
landmarks
[19]:
sterno-clavicular joint, xiphoid process, 7th cervical
vertebra, 10th thoracic vertebra, and for both
hemi-bodies, occipital and frontal bones, gleno-humeral
joint, lateral humeral epicondyle, ulnar styloid process,
radial styloid process, 3rd process of the 3rd metacarpus,
anterior iliospinale, posterior iliospinale, lateral tibiale,
lateral malleolus, heel, head of the 2nd metatarsus. This
marker placement enables us to reconstruct the 3D
position and orientation of each body segment. 6
additional reflective markers were attached to the ball to
capture its trajectory.
Procedure: After going through usual warm-up drills,
we attached the reflective markers on the players. Then
they were alternately asked to throw the ball 12 meters
from the goal aiming for different pre-specified target
zones within the goal (no goalkeeper was present). The
targets were arranged so that the goal was divided into
nine areas of equal size (Fig. 1). For each throw, the
movement of the subject and ball were captured thanks
to the reflective markers and the VICON system.
Among all the trials, we selected nine movements
associated with a ball reaching an area close to the
centre of each zone.

METHODS

The experimentation consisted of two steps. In the first phase,
we captured the motion of handball throwers and used the
resulting data in a virtual environment. In this preliminary phase,
we aim to obtain convenient data for animating realistic
movements of a virtual thrower. In the second phase, we
recorded the goalkeepers’ reactions to the resulting virtual
throws thanks to two methods: with and without using real-time
motor actions.
2.1 First step: Motion capture of throwers and generation of
the animation in the virtual environment
1)

2)

Participants: The participants were two top-level
handball players. They were right-handed and had at
least 10 years experience playing handball in the top
French league at the time of the study. They gave their
informed consent before participating in the

Fig. 1. Handball goal mouth divided into nine zones. Although all of the nine
zones were aimed at by the thrower only zones 1, 6 and 7 were used in the
forthcoming analysis.

4)

Creating the animation: Captured throwing data were
then incorporated into the animation module
Manageable Kinematic Motion (MKM, IRISA, Rennes,
France) [18, 20, 21]. This module enabled us to animate
the virtual handball thrower in real time. Using the
recorded kinematics as a base, this programme can
automatically synchronize, blend, and adapt actions to
fit different morphologies and other constraints imposed
by the programmer. Virtual ball trajectories for the nine
zones were calculated using another software module
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that incorporates ball position and time at ball release
along with the position and velocity when arriving in the
goal (i.e. data obtained from the motion capture part of
the study). Ball velocities were similar for all nine
trajectories (20.0 ± 0.2 m∙s-1), making ball flight times
almost the same for all nine zones These animation
modules were driven in real time by OpenMask
software (IRISA, Rennes, France) [22] (Fig. 2a).
Complete animation was finally loaded in a realistic
handball stadium created using 3dsmax (Autodesk Inc.,
San Rafael, CA, USA) (Fig. 2b). The size of the virtual
stadium was scaled so that one unit in the virtual
environment corresponded to 1 m in reality.
Maintaining a realistic scale was deemed important in
enhancing the feeling of presence within the virtual
environment [11]. The virtual court was 20 m wide and
40 m long with a clearly marked semi-circular area (6 m
radius) corresponding to the goal zone. In order to
enhance the feeling of presence, a real goal (3 m  2 m)
was placed where it was virtually represented in the
computer generated environment. Goalkeepers were
encouraged to touch the real goal posts to enhance the
correspondence between virtual and real distances.

Fig. 2. Virtual handball stadium (a) and virtual handball thrower (b).

2.2 Second step: Motion capture of goalkeepers’ responses in
virtual environment
1)

2)

Participants: 8 handball goalkeepers (playing in the
first division or at national level) gave their informed
consent before participating in the experiment. The
average age of the goalkeepers was 23.5 years (SD =
4.4). Mean height and mean hand length were
respectively 185.6 centimetres (SD = 0.06) and 20
centimetres (SD = 1.09). All subjects had normal
vision.
Apparatus: Three synchronised video projectors Barco
1208S (Barco, Courtrai, Belgium) driven by a SGI 83
Onyx2 Infinite Reality (Silicon Graphics, Sunnyvale,
CA USA) were used to project the 3D sports hall
environment onto a large cylindrical screen (3.80 m
radius, 2.38 m height, and 135ºfield of vision). A set of
glasses synchronised with the system enabled
stereovision (60 Hz). The VICON motion capture
system was used to record goalkeeper responses
(frequency = 50 Hz) and was coupled to the virtual
reality display. As the two systems were linked and the
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goalkeeper’s head was tracked, it was possible to
change the goalkeeper’s perspective in the virtual world
in real time (delay < 20 ms). In order to ensure that the
size and position of the real goal posts corresponded to
the virtual ones, four reflective markers were placed on
the corners of the real goal indicating to the programme
where the virtual goals should appear in the visual
display.
Procedure: The goalkeeper was asked to wear a pair of
glasses that enabled stereoscopic vision when looking at
the display on the screen and stand inside the real goal
which corresponded to the size and position of the
virtual goal in the virtual environment. Two
perception-action coupling conditions were then
performed: a motor task condition and a judgment
condition.
 Judgment task condition: in this experiment, the
goalkeeper was equipped with only 11 reflective
markers: 4 on their head for head tracking, 3 on their
right hand, and 4 on their left hand to record final
hand positions. The markers were placed on the
hands in such a way that the central position of the
hand could be easily calculated, with the additional
marker allowing the left hand and right hand to be
distinguished during analysis (see Fig. 3a). All the
throws were presented in a randomised order. The
ball was released when the virtual thrower was 12
meters from the goalkeeper, with the ball
disappearing when it was 6 meters from the goal. All
trials were cut-off 6 m from the goal to force the
goalkeepers to make a perceptual judgment. As this
was not an interception task, goalkeepers were asked
to then move their hand in their own time to the
position in the goal where they thought the ball
would have ended up.
 Motor task condition: this experiment required the
goalkeeper to get their hand to the right place at the
right time to stop the virtual ball. The goalkeeper
reacted to the same randomised throws displayed in
the judgment condition. All trials were cut-off 6 m
from the goal too. The goalkeeper was asked to react
as if he was in a real match situation. Each
goalkeeper was equipped with 36 optoelectronic
markers placed on the same anatomical landmarks as
in the motion capture part of the real handball
throwing actions (Fig. 3b).
Before the experiment, each participant was given a
training period to familiarise them with the
environment and the task. During this time the
participants randomly viewed a sample of throws
from each of the coupling conditions (five judgment
condition throws and five response condition throws).
All trials in the training period were not included in
the subsequent analysis.
A total of three different trajectories were presented
for the different conditions (Fig. 1). They
corresponded to zones 1, 6 and 7 (upper left, mid
right and lower left of the goalkeeper). The three
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different ball trajectories were randomly repeated
five times for each condition giving a total of 15
throws per condition. 10 other throws to different
target locations in the goal were randomly included
so as to create more variability in end arrival position
for the goalkeeper.

Fig. 4. Mean percentage of correct responses for all goalkeepers for each
condition (NC=non coupled condition; CO=coupled condition). The error bars
represent the standard errors in the mean scores (*p<0.05).

Fig. 3. Position of the optoelectronic markers, simplification of segment
reconstruction and computation of the radial error in the uncoupled condition
(a) and in the coupled condition (b).

4)

Data analysis: In order to estimate and compare
goalkeeper’s perceptual and motor responses, two kinds
of data analysis were performed:
 Judgment task condition: the hand and the ball were
both represented by spheres (see Fig. 3a) during the
process analysis. We calculated the radial error
which was the difference between the final position
of the hand and the virtual ball’s arrival position in
the goal mouth. As zero radial error equated a correct
response we used this measure to calculate the
percentage of successful judgments (Fig. 3a).
 Motor task condition: a detection of the collision
process was used in the virtual environment by
representing the goalkeeper’s limbs as cylinders
(trunk, arms, forearms, thighs, shanks and feet) and
spheres (head and hands) from joint centre positions.
This full body representation enabled us to determine
if there were a collision between the virtual ball and
the goalkeeper in real time (visual feedback was
displayed after each throw). The collision detection
process provided us with two relevant cues:
percentage of successful interceptions and the
goalkeeper’s closest limb position (Fig. 3b).
III.

1)

As expected, the participants were most successful at
performing a correct response when they were immersed
in the motor task condition (NC=15%±7.97;
CO=28.13%±7.37). A two-way repeated measures
analysis of variance revealed a significant main effect for
the mode of response being presented to the goalkeepers
(F(1,7)=7.56; P=0.029). No significant interaction for
mode of response and zone was shown (F(2,14)=0.38;
P=0.69). A significant effect for the zone in which the
ball was landed was also found (F(2,14)=11.29; P=0.001).
Pairwise comparisons revealed that goalkeepers’
successful responses in zone 7 were significantly higher
(P<0.01) than in the two other zones (Z1=13.13%±6.1;
Z6=11.25%±6; Z7=40.31%±10). This result means that
goalkeepers were more skilled at stopping virtual ball
arriving in zone 7.
2) Radial error: For each incorrect response, the
goalkeeper’s radial error with the correct ball position
was calculated. The absolute radial errors were
calculated by subtracting the position of the hand from
the final position of the ball in the judgment response
mode, and by subtracting the position of the closest limb
from the current position of the ball in the motor
response mode (Fig. 3).

RESULTS

Percentage of successful responses: The first part of the
analysis looked at how the different coupling conditions
influenced the participants’ performance. The
percentage of successful responses was also analysed.
In the judgment condition, a prediction was considered
successful if the end-position of the hand sphere was in
contact with the end-position of the ball sphere. In the
motor task condition, a parry was considered successful
if the representation of the interceptive limb was in
contact with the ball sphere.

Fig. 5. Mean radial error (m) for all goalkeepers for each response mode
(NC=non coupled condition; CO=coupled condition). The error bars represent
the standard errors in the mean scores (*p<0.05).

Figure 5 illustrates the mean radial error for the
judgment and motor conditions. The radial error in the
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judgment condition (NC=0.18m±0.05) was found to be
significantly higher than in the motor condition
(CO=0.09m±0.02) (F(1,7) = 5.7; P = 0.047) after a
two-way repeated measures analysis of variance. No
significant differences were found for the aiming zones
(F(2,14) = 0.691; P = 0.514) and for the interaction
between mode of response and zone (F(2,11) = 0.412; P =
0.672).
IV.

DISCUSSION

In the experiment reported in this paper we analyzed the
visuomotor performance of handball goalkeepers under two
different response modes reflecting differing perception-action
coupling conditions. In the judgment condition, participants
were asked to manually predict where they thought the ball
would have ended up in the goal, whereas the motor task
condition required goalkeepers to stop the ball as in a real-game
situation.
Similarly to findings from Farrow and Abernethy [9], the
results of this study showed that participants were more accurate
in performing responses in the motor task condition than they
were in the judgment response mode. Despite this similarity, the
tasks constraints used in this study are different from those of
Farrow and Abernethy’s work. In our study, goalkeepers were
asked to move their hand to the position where they thought the
ball would have ended up in the goal although, in Farrow and
Abernethy’s work, tennis players just had to verbally point out
the direction of the serve. This motor difference may have
optimized the estimation of the final position of the ball in the
goal in the judgment response mode because participants might
have integrated more visual information during the
displacement of the hand due to point of view adaptation and
stereovision [23, 24]. This report is consistent with the
ecological approach asserting that action helps perception [25].
Conversely, in the coupled response mode, participants in our
study performed a more difficult task (stopping the virtual ball
in real time) than those of Farrow and Abernethy’s study
(moving in the direction of the serve). In spite of these
comments, better goalkeeping performance was found in the
motor task condition when compared to the judgment condition.
In order to compare these results with Farrow and Abernethy’s
results, a temporal occlusion technique could be used to validate
the fact that a better performance in the coupled condition is
found only if ball-flight information is available.
Our results considerably differ from Ranganathan and
Carlton’s [15] study. These authors showed that participants
were significantly more accurate in performing a prediction task
in the judgment response mode than in the motor response mode.
They explained their conflicting results from Farrow and
Abernethy’s work by the fact that the task they chose was more
difficult in the motor response mode and this consequently
reduced prediction accuracy in this condition. Moreover they
suggested the longer response times in the judgment response
mode gave participants more time to process the information.
Nevertheless, from our point of view, two other points would
have biased Ranganathan and Carlton’s results: the perception
of kinematic differences and the evaluation of presence. Indeed,
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even if significant whole-body kinematic differences between
fastballs and change-ups have been reported in college-level
pitchers [26], pitching movements employed in the
Ranganathan and Carlton’s study resulted from a motion
capture of an experienced pitcher. Consequently, kinematic
differences between pitching movements may have been
reduced. Besides, the framework used by these authors does not
include participants’ evaluation of presence. And several
authors have asserted that a virtual environment must maintain a
sufficient level of presence [13], [27], [28]. The virtual
environment used by these authors was thereby not completely
validated due to the lack of the evaluation of presence (Hendrix,
1994). In fact the level of presence reveals the degree of
interaction between the participant and the environment. If this
interaction does not seem “natural”, which means that motor
performance in the virtual environment was different than that
in the virtual and in the real environments, results from such
experimentation would be biased [14]. Therefore each virtual
environment must be evaluated in terms of an evaluation of the
level of presence, especially as it concerns sports analysis.
The present study offers support for the possible existence of
special information processing modes for visual prediction and
visuomotor interception. These processes depend upon the
degree of coupling between perception and action. This result
agrees with Milner and Goodale’s findings [7]. They
demonstrated the existence of two different visual processing
streams for perception and action processes. However, in light
of the conflicting results found in the literature, it appears that
further clarification on the specificity of the task is necessary.
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